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Abstract

This paper gives an overview of the tools and
methods for Cross�Language Information Re�
trieval �CLIR� that were developed within the
Twenty�One project� The tools and methods are
evaluated with the TREC CLIR task document
collection using Dutch queries on the English doc�
ument base� The main issue addressed here is an
evaluation of two approaches to disambiguation�
The underlying question is whether a lot of e�ort
should be put in �nding the correct translation
for each query term before searching� or whether
searching with more than one possible transla�
tion leads to better results	 The experimental
study suggests that in terms of average preci�
sion� searching with ambiguities leads to better
retrieval performance than searching with disam�
biguated queries�

Keywords� Cross�Language Information Re�
trieval� Statistical Machine Translation�

� Introduction

Within the project Twenty�One a system is built
that supports Cross�language Information Re�
trieval �CLIR�� CLIR supports the users of multi�
lingual document collections by allowing them to
submit queries in one language� and retrieve doc�
uments in any of the languages covered by the re�
trieval system� For this type of functionality the
translate option o�ered by some web search en�
gines does not su
ce� because it does not help the
users to identify material that they might want to
have translated� Since this approach presupposes
that the users have already found the relevant
document in its original foreign language� it fails
to support exactly that part of a search in a mul�

tilingual environment which is the most di
cult
one� viz�� to formulate a query which will then
take the user to the foreign language document
in whose content he might be interested in� In
order to support the retrieval of documents irre�
spective of the document language� either o��line
document translation �DT�� o��line index trans�
lation� or on�line query translation �QT� is re�
quired� From a practical point of view QT is en�
forced in environments where it would be impos�
sible to produce translations for all documents
in the document base and�or to produce trans�
lated indices for all languages� However� it has
the disadvantage or at least restriction that the
user must know the foreign languages at least up
to the degree of a passive understanding of this
language� The alternatives document translation
�DT�� or index translation do not necessarily pre�
suppose even a passive knowledge of the foreign
language�

Systems operating in a comparatively con�
trolled environment� where the documents are
limited either to a speci�c domain or to a limited
number of data and document bases are likely to
use DT� Twenty�One is a representative of this
category� It has a clear target domain� viz� sus�
tainable development� and with its strong focus
on the disclosure of paper documents� which have
to be scanned and OCRed� heavy preprocessing
and storage has to be reckoned with anyhow�
O��line translation rather than translating query
terms during retrieval has important advantages
for the way the most critical part of the trans�
lation task is dealt with� disambiguation� As all
index terms �NPs� are kept in their original posi�
tion� contextual information is accessible for the
disambiguation algorithms that are part of the
translation software� Currently disambiguation
in Twenty�One can be pursued in three ways�





� selection the dictionary preferred translation

� the use of domain speci�c dictionaries that are
automatically generated on the basis of statis�
tically processed parallel corpora �suited for
speci�c applications only�

� disambiguation on the basis of the frequency
of noun phrases in the document collection

This paper is organised as follows� Section � ex�
plores possibilities for the comparison of the DT
approach with the QT approach� Section � intro�
duces three basic methods for the QT approach to
CLIR� Section � addresses heuristics and statis�
tics for translation� Section � discusses the setup
of our experiments and experimental results� Fi�
nally� section � contains concluding remarks�

� Empirically comparing dt to qt

As said in the introduction DT has important ad�
vantages� Firstly� it can be done o��line� Sec�
ondly� if a classical machine translation is used�
it is possible to present the user a high qual�
ity preview of a document� Thirdly� there is
more context available for lexical disambiguation�
This might lead to better retrieval performance in
terms of precision and recall� For several types of
applications� the �rst and second advantage may
be a good reason to choose for DT� The third
advantage however is more hypothetical� Does
the DT approach to CLIR using classical machine
translation really lead to better retrieval perfor�
mance than the QT approach using a machine
readable dictionary	

For a number of reasons it is very di
cult to
answer this question on the basis of empirical ev�
idence� A �rst problem is that in the QT ap�
proach searching is done in the language of the
documents while in the DT approach searching
is done in the language of the query� But it is
a well known fact that IR is not equally di
�
cult for each language� A second problem is that�
for a sound answer to the question� we need a
machine translation system and a machine read�
able dictionary that have exactly the same lexi�
cal coverage� If the machine translation system
misses vital translations that the machine read�
able dictionary does list� we end up comparing
the coverage of the respective translation lexicons
instead of the two approaches to CLIR� Within
the Twenty�One project we have a third� more
practical� problem that prevents us from evaluat�
ing the usefulness of the used translation system

�LOGOS� against the usefulness of the machine
readable dictionaries available within the project
�Van Dale�� The Van Dale dictionaries are en�
tirely based on Dutch head words� but translation
from and to Dutch is not supported by LOGOS�
All these considerations urge us to rephrase the
the issue into a more manageable question�

A �rst� manageable� step in comparing DT
with QT might be the following� What is� given
a translation lexicon� the best approach for QT�
using one translation for each query term or using
more than one translation	 Picking one transla�
tion is a necessary condition of the DT approach�
For QT we can either use one translation for
searching� or more than one� The question one or
more translations also re�ects the classical preci�
sion � recall dilemma in IR� picking one speci�c
translation of each query term is a good strategy
to achieve high precision� using all possible trans�
lations of each query term is a good strategy to
achieve high recall�

� Methods for QT

As said in the previous section this paper com�
pares CLIR using one translation per query term
with CLIR using more than one translation per
query term� We will report the results of retrieval
experiments using the Dutch queries on the En�
glish TREC CLIR task collection� A Dutch query
will be referred to as the source language query�
the English query will be referred to as the trans�
lated query� The experiments can be divided into
three categories�

� QT using one translation per source language
query term

�� QT using unstructured queries of all possible
translations per source language query term

�� QT using structured queries of all possible
translations per source language query term

��� Using one translation per

query term

If only one translation per query term is used for
searching� the translation process must have some
kind of explicit disambiguation procedure� This
procedure might be based on an existing machine
translation system� or alternatively� on statistical
techniques or heuristics� After disambiguation�
the translated query can be treated the way a



query is normally treated in a monolingual set�
ting� A �normal� monolingual setting in this con�
text is retrieval on the basis of a statistical �bag�
of�words� model like e�g� the vector space model
��� or the classical probabilistic model ���� In the
next section� the use of a bag�of�words model will
be referred to as the unstructured queries�option�

In section � a number of heuristics and statis�
tics for disambiguation will be explored� As ex�
plained in section � we will not be able to actu�
ally use machine translation for disambiguation�
It is however possible to de�ne an upper bound
on what is possible with the one�translation ap�
proach by asking a human expert to manually
disambiguate the output of the machine readable
dictionary� We hypothesise that QT using a ma�
chine translation system with the same lexical
coverage as the machine readable dictionary will
not result in better retrieval performance than
QT using the manually disambiguated output of
the same dictionary�

��� Using unstructured queries

If more than one translation per source language
query term is used for searching we might still
treat the translated query as a bag�of�words� As
we will see in section � the way of weighting the
possible translations is crucial for unstructured
queries� In particular it is important to normalise
the possible translations in such a way that for
each source language query term the weights of
possible translations sum up to one� Not using
normalisation will make source language query
terms with a lot of possible translations unin�
tentionally more important than source language
query terms that have only less possible transla�
tions�
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Figure � vector product weighting algorithm

Instead of using one of the bag�of�words models
mentioned above� we will use a weighting algo�
rithm based on a new model of information re�
trieval� the linguistically motivated probabilistic
model ��� ��� Figure  lists the weighting algo�
rithm that was used to rank the documents given

a translated query� In this formula tf �t� d� is the
term frequency of the term t in the document d
and df�t� is the document frequency of the term
t�

��� Using structured queries

If all possible translations are treated as one bag�
of�words we ignore the fact that a document con�
taining one possible translation of each source
language query term is more likely to be relevant
than a document containing all possible transla�
tions of only one source language query term� The
boolean model or weighted boolean models �see
e�g� ���� can be used to retrieve only those docu�
ments that contain a translation of all or most of
the source language query terms ���� Disjunction
can be used combine possible translations of one
source language query term� Conjunction can be
used in a way that the translated query re�ects
the formulation of the source language query�

Our structured query approach is based on
the linguistically motivated model� A structured
query has to be formulated in conjunctive normal
form� which is the form in which it is automati�
cally produced after dictionary based translation�
The de�nition of the conjunction is simply the
de�nition of the probability ranking function as
introduced in ��� where T�� T�� � � � � Tn is a query
of length n and D is a document id�

P �T�� T�� � � � � TnjD� �

nY

i��

P �TijD�

Disjunction of m possible translations of the
source language query term on position i is de�
�ned as follows�

P �Ti� � Ti� � � � � � TimjD� �
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j��
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The structured query weighting algorithm implic�
itly normalises the possible translations in a dis�
junction� Explicit normalisation as done for un�
structured queries is no longer necessary� If there
are no disjunctions in the query �that is� if there
is only one translation per source language query
term� then the structured ranking formula will
produce exactly the same results as the weight�
ing algorithm of �gure � Structured queries are
generated automatically by the translation mod�
ule and may take relative frequencies of possible
translations into account� A more detailed de�
scription of the algorithm will be published in the
near future�



��� An example

Figures � and � give an example of an English
query fthird� worldg that is used to search a
French collection� It is assumed that the En�
glish term third has two possible French trans�
lations� tiers and troisi�eme and that the En�
glish term world has three possible translations�
monde� mondial and terre�

fthird
 worldg

�translation

�tiers
 troisi�eme
 monde
 mondial
 terre�

Figure �� translation using an unstructured query

The result of �gure � could be used directly for
searching the French collection �see run�a in sec�
tion ��� but this would make the term world in the
source language query more important �because
it has more possible translations� than the word
third� The query weights of the weighting algo�
rithm of �gure  might therefore be used to make
the contribution of third as high as the contri�
bution of world by reweighting �normalising� the
possible translations of third to ��� and the pos�
sible translations of world to ���� �see run�c in
section ��� If one of the possible translations of
one source language query term is more probable
than the other�s�� this possible translation might
be weighted higher than the other�s� while keep�
ing the normalisation in tact�

fthird
 worldg

�translation

f�tiers � troisi�eme�
 �monde � mondial � terre�g

Figure �� translation using a structured query

The structured query of �gure � re�ects the pos�
sible translations of the source language query
terms in an intuitive way� Possible translations
of one original query term might be weighted dif�
ferently� Normalisation is an implicit feature of
the weighting algorithm�

� Heuristics and statistics for qt

This section lists a number of information re�
sources that can be used to identify the proper

translation or proper translations of a query term�
The section brie�y describes information that is
explicitly or implicitly in the dictionary and in�
formation from other sources like parallel corpora
and the document collection itself�

��� Dictionary preferred trans�

lation

The VLIS lexical database of Van Dale Lexicog�
raphy list for each entry explicitly one preferred

translation which is considered the most com�
monly used one� Replacing each query term with
the preferred translation is a simple� but possibly
e�ective� approach to CLIR�

��� Pseudo frequencies

The Van Dale database contains also explicit in�
formation on the sense of possible translations�
Some Dutch head words carry over to the same
English translation for di�erent senses� For exam�
ple the Dutch head word jeugd may be translated
to youth in three senses� the sense of �charac�
teristic�� �time�frame� and �person�� The �person�
sense has a synonym translation� youngster� As
youth occurs in the dictionary under three senses
and youngster under one sense� we assign youth a
weight that is three times as high as the weight
for youngster� The assumption made by weight�
ing translations is that the number of occurrences
in the dictionary may serve as rough estimates of
actual frequencies in parallel corpora� In other
words� the number of occurrences in the dictio�
nary serve as pseudo frequencies� Ideally� if the
domain is limited and parallel corpora on the do�
main are available� weights should be estimated
from actual data as described in section ����

��� Frequencies from parallel

corpora

The Twenty�One system contains documents on
the domain of sustainable development� Transla�
tion in Twenty�One is done using a general pur�
pose dictionary �Van Dale� and a general pur�
pose MT�system �LOGOS�� but these resources
are not very well suited for domain�speci�c jar�
gon� Domain�speci�c jargon and its translations
are implicitly available in parallel corpora on
sustainable development� Translation pairs can
be derived from parallel corpora using statisti�
cal co�occurrence by so�called word alignment al�
gorithms� Within the Twenty�One project word



alignment algorithms were developed that do the
job in a fast and reliable way ��� ��� Domain
speci�c translation lexicons were derived from
Agenda �� a UN�document on sustainable devel�
opment that is available in most of the European
languages including Dutch and English�

For the experiment we merged the automati�
cally derived dictionary with the Van Dale dic�
tionary in the following way� For each entry� we
added the pseudo frequencies and the real fre�
quencies of the possible translations� Pseudo fre�
quencies are usually not higher than four or �ve�
but the real frequencies in the parallel corpus may
be more than a thousand for frequent translation
pairs� Adding pseudo frequencies and real fre�
quencies has the e�ect that for possible transla�
tions that are frequent in the corpus the real fre�
quencies will be important� but for translations
that are infrequent or missing the pseudo frequen�
cies will be important�

Translation pairs that have a frequency of one
or two in the parallel corpus may�be erroneously
derived by the word alignment algorithm� If�
however� such an infrequent translation pair is
also listed in the machine readable dictionary�
then the pair was probably correct� Therefore
we added a bonus frequency of three to each pos�
sible translation that is both in the corpus and in
Van Dale�

��� Context for disambiguation

The techniques introduced so far do not resem�
ble techniques that are actually used in machine
translation systems� Traditionally� disambigua�
tion in machine translation systems is based on
�syntactic� context of words� In this section a
statistical algorithm is introduced that uses con�
text of the original query words to �nd the best
translation� The algorithm uses candidate noun
phrases �NPs� extracted from the document base
to disambiguate the NPs from the query� NPs
were extracted using the standard tools as used
in the Twenty�One system� the Xerox morpho�
logical tools and the TNO parser� The NPs were
sorted and then counted� resulting in a list of
unique phrases with frequency of occurrence�

The introduction of NPs �or any multi�word ex�
pression� in the translation process leads to two
types of ambiguity� sense ambiguity and struc�
tural ambiguity� Figure � gives an example of the
French translation chart of the English NP third

world war� Each word in this NP can have several
translations that are displayed in the bottom cells

�

tiers monde guerre mondiale

troisi�eme monde guerre
tiers mondiale bataille

terre

third world war

Figure �� translation chart of third world war

of the chart� the so�called sense ambiguity� Ac�
cording to a list of French NPs there may be two
candidate multi�word translations� tiers monde

for the English NP third world and guerre mon�

diale for world war� These candidate translations
are displayed in the upper cells of the chart� Be�
cause the internal structure of NPs was not avail�
able for the translation process� we can translate
a full NP by decomposing it in several ways� For
example third world war can be split up in the
separate translation of either third world and war

or in the separate translation of third and world

war� The most probable decomposition can be
found using techniques developed for stochastic
grammars �see e�g� ���� The probabilities of the
parse trees can be mapped into probabilities� or
weights� of possible translations� A more detailed
description of the algorithm can be found in ����

��� Manual disambiguation

The manual disambiguation of the dictionary out�
put was done by a native speaker of English� She
had access to the Dutch version of the topics and
to the English dictionary output consisting of a
number of possible translations per source lan�
guage �Dutch� query word� For each Dutch word�
one of the possible English translations had to be
chosen� even if the correct translation was not one
of them�

��	 Other information

In the experiments described in this paper we ig�
nored one important source of information� the
multi�word entries in the Van Dale dictionaries�
Multi�word expressions like for instance world

war are explicitly listed in the dictionary� For
the experiments described in this paper we only
used word�by�word translations using the single
word entries�



� Experimental setup and results

In section � we identi�ed three methods for QT�
using one translation per query term� using a un�
structured query of all translations per source lan�
guage query term and using a structured query of
all translations per source language query term�
Each method is assigned a number � � or �� In
section � �ve sources of information were identi�
�ed that may be used by these methods� dictio�
nary preference� pseudo frequencies� parallel cor�
pora� context in noun phrases and human exper�
tise� Given the �ve information sources we identi�
�ed seven �two experiments were done both with
and without normalisation� basic retrieval exper�
iments or runs that are listed in table � Each
experiment is labelled with a letter from a to g�

run technique to weight translations 
name pick the best translation

run�a no weights used � dictionary preferred
translation�

run�b weight by pseudo frequencies�
run�c normalise weights of possible transla�

tions �run�a�
run�d weight by normalised pseudo frequen�

cies
run�e normalised �real� frequencies estimated

from the parallel Agenda �� corpus�
run�f weight by using noun phrases from

documents �including normalisation�
run�g disambiguation by a human expert

Table � information to weight translations and
� or pick the best translation

The combinations of seven information sources
and three methods de�ne a total number of �
possible experiments� After removing combina�
tions that are redundant or not informative �
experiments remain�

In the remainder of this section we will re�
port the results of � experiments on the TREC
CLIR task test collection �� topics ��� �exclud�
ing the topics that were not judged at the time
of TREC�� leaving � topics�� The Dutch top�
ics will be used to search the English documents�
Experiments will be compared by means of their
non�interpolated average precision� average pre�
cision in short� Additionally� the result of each
experiment will be compared with the result of a
monolingual base line run� which is the result of
queries based on the English version of the TREC
topics� The monolingual run performs at an av�
erage precision of ������ All experiments were
done with the linguisticallymotivated experimen�

tal retrieval engine developed at the University of
Twente�

��� One translation runs

Table � list the results of the one translation runs�
Normalisation of translation weights is not useful
for picking the best translation� Therefore the
table does not list run�c and run�d� �run�d
would give exactly the same results as run�b��

run name average relative to
precision baseline ���

run�a ����� ��
run�b ����� ��
run�e ���	� ��
run�f ����� ��
run�g ����� �	

Table �� results of �one�translation� runs

Not surprisingly� the manual disambiguated run
outperforms the automatic runs� but it still per�
forms at �� � of the monolingual run� Transla�
tion ambiguity and missing terminology are the
two primary sources of error in CLIR ���� We
hypothesise that the loss of performance is due
to missing terminology and possibly errors in the
translation scripts� The �� � performance of the
monolingual base line is an upper bound on what
is possible using a one�translation approach on
the TREC CLIR collection�

The best automatic run is the run using corpus
frequencies run�e� This is a surprise� because we
used a relatively small corpus on the domain of
the Twenty�One demonstrator which is sustain�

able development� Inspection of the topics how�
ever learns us that a lot of topics discuss inter�
national problems like air pollution� combating
AIDS� etc� which fall directly in the domain of
sustainable development�

The dictionary preferred run run�a performs
reasonable well� The run using context from
noun phrases run�f performs only a little bet�
ter� Pseudo frequencies run�b are less useful in
identifying the correct translation�

��� Unstructured query runs

Table � list the results of the unstructured query
runs using all possible translations of each origi�
nal query term� We experimented with all infor�
mation sources except for the human expert�



run name average relative to
precision baseline ���

run�a ���	� ��
run�b ����� ��
run�c ����	 ��
run�d ����	 ��
run�e ����� ��
run�f ����� �	

Table �� results of �unstructured query� runs

A �rst important thing to notice is that the nor�
malisation of the term weights is a prerequisite
for good performance if all possible translations
per source language query term are used in an un�
structured query� Not using the normalisation� as
done in run�a and run�b will drop performance
to a disappointing �� to �� per cent of the mono�
lingual base line�

More surprisingly� the pseudo frequency run
run�d and the real frequency run run�e now
perform equally well and both approach the up�
per bound on what is possible with the one trans�
lation approach �run�g�� Although the pseudo
frequencies are not very useful for identifying the
best translation� they seem to be as realistic as
real frequencies if used for weighting the possible
translations�

��� Structured query runs

Table � lists the results of the structured query
runs� Normalisation of term weights is implicit
in the structured query� so run�a and run�b

will give exactly the same results as run�c and
run�d respectively�

run name average relative to
precision baseline ���

run�c ����� ��
run�d ����� 	�
run�e ����� 	�
run�f ����� 	�

Table �� results of �structured query� runs

The four runs do not di�er as much in perfor�
mance as their unstructured equivalents� which
suggests that the structured queries are more
robust than the unstructured queries� Again�
the pseudo frequency run run�d and the real
frequency run run�e perform almost equally
well� Three out of four runs perform better than
the manually disambiguated �one translation� run

run�g�

	 Conclusion

This paper gives an overview of methods and in�
formation sources that can be used for CLIR�
Evaluation of these methods on the TREC cross�
language collection indicates that using all pos�
sible translations for searching leads to better
retrieval performance in terms of average preci�
sion than using just one translation� The results
of the manually disambiguated run suggest that
not much can be gained by putting a lot of ef�
fort in explicit disambiguation of possible transla�
tions� If proper weighting of possible translations
is used� disambiguation is done implicitly during
searching�

This paper brie�y introduced a new method to
rank document using structured queries� Math�
ematical details of the method will be published
in the near future� In the cross�language exper�
iments reported on here� structured queries out�
perform the unstructured queries�
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